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Blending her down-to-Earth style with exceptional
project-management skills, Jennifer Nguyen
has been helping CMA clients with executive
coaching, assessment, talent management
and strategic planning needs for more than 15
years. Whether her clients are small or large,
family owned or entrepreneurial, she leverages
her knowledge and experience to supplement
and support lean internal talent management
resources. Nguyen has a particular interest in
international companies and was instrumental
in helping launch CMA’s expatriate assessment
process — she also continues to hone her
conversational Spanish and Vietnamese. Prior
to CMA, Nguyen completed a Bachelor of Arts,
with honors, in psychology from Southern Illinois
University - Carbondale, followed by a master’s
in industrial/organizational psychology from the
University of Colorado.

Tracey Grimshaw is an expert in global talent
management and organizational development. In
early 2016, Grimshaw brought her extensive skills
to Belden Inc., a multibillion dollar technology
organization of almost 10,000 talented people.
She currently serves as vice president, human
resources and head of talent. Grimshaw partners
with executives and senior leaders across Belden’s
global operations to drive growth and sustainable
business performance. Grimshaw demonstrated
success in designing and executing strategies that
transform the talent landscape of an organization
have benefited Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals, First
Data Corporation, Newell Rubbermaid Inc. and
Coca-Cola. Grimshaw has an MBA from Schulich
School of Business at York University and a master’s
in organizational management from Fielding
Graduate University.
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What is a winning workforce culture?
Jennifer Nguyen: Companies who have winning
workforce cultures don’t get there by accident. They’re
very intentional about cultivating their cultures. The good
news is that each company can develop its own winning
workplace culture, and there are different cultures that
can be very effective. There’s no one size fits all. But, if
you want to look at what results in higher productivity,
higher profitability, what gives you the outcomes, it’s
generally centered around helping employees feel
engaged, that their opinions and efforts matter, and that
they feel a sense of purpose when they come to work.
These practices seem straightforward but incorporating
them into your culture in a meaningful way that sticks is
an ongoing process. Winning workplace cultures do this
well.
Tracey Grimshaw: At Belden, a company that truly
has a high-performing culture, when we think about
winning, we think about three key stakeholder groups:
our shareholders, customers and employees. For us,
winning is to achieve top quartile performance with
all three. As a company, we spend time and resources
on improving employee engagement. We know that
engaged employees are more productive and focused
on delivering outstanding results, which improves our
customers’ experience. When employees and customers
are satisfied with their experience with Belden, our
shareholders win by achieving a higher return on their
investment. We aim to balance all three: satisfied
customers, engaged employees and happy shareholders.
This isn’t easy to do, but we are committed to it.
Jennifer Nguyen: There were many years, in my field,
where people were questioning whether it mattered if
people were happy at work. And what we found is it does
matter. As Peter Drucker said, “Culture eats strategy for
breakfast.” Companies with the best strategies in the
world still have to navigate the people side of business.
If people feel happy and engaged, research shows
they’re more productive, and they tend to stay with their

organizations longer. This, of course, impacts profitability.
So you can see a pretty clear line between level of
engagement and company outcomes. But outside of all
of that, why wouldn’t you want to create a place where
people want to come to work? Where they view their work
as more than “just a job?” When I was in grad school, we
used to call it OCB, organizational citizenship behaviors. If
people are happy at work, research shows they put in the
extra effort.

The videos are shown during the webcast to employees
around the world. This serves as great recognition for the
employee being recognized while showing others what
good looks like. We also have annual CEO Values Awards,
where for each of our values, we have everyone in the
organization nominate individuals or teams. We pick one
winner per value, and the winners get to go to the annual
leadership meeting and spend a few days with our top
executives.

So who owns that?

What are Belden’s values?

Jennifer Nguyen: Leaders definitely set the tone for
it, but it goes all the way throughout the organization.
If you can find culture champions at all levels in the
organization, people who are good models of the culture
and the values, they’re the ones that tend to influence the
rest of the organization.

Tracey Grimshaw: Our six core values are: We play
to win, continuous improvement is our way of life,
customers define our success, we succeed together
through teamwork, and we invest in talent. This is the first
company I’ve worked at that truly lives and breathes those
values every single day. You see the values in practice
when you interact with other Belden employees, and
when you talk to our executives. They are a part of how
we hire, how we measure and reward performance, how
we develop talent and how we determine promotions.
You consistently hear the values referenced in all our
conversations.

Should companies actively recruit people to be
culture champions?
Tracey Grimshaw: Some companies make an explicit
effort to identify individuals to role model the behaviors,
while others let those role models emerge and influence
at a grassroots level. In my opinion, it works more
effectively when it’s created from within rather than
a more orchestrated, programmatic approach. When
it comes from the employee’s own initiative and their
interest in the company’s success, their commitment to
helping others see the value in living the culture the way
it’s intended helps others to live it as well.

What’s been your experience at Belden?
Tracey Grimshaw: We have Values Awards, which are
pretty powerful. We recognize employees who are living
our values during our CEO-led, all-employee webcast
each quarter. This peer recognition program invites
employees to submit videos describing why they feel their
peer should be recognized for living the Belden Values.

Jennifer, what are CMA’s values?
Jennifer Nguyen: Internally, we like to have fun calling it
“superior service from the science squad.” Each of those
words represents a value. Superior is the highest-quality
service that we can provide. Service is putting the client
first when possible. Internally on that one, we have a
model that we use when we’re trying to make a decision:
What’s best for the client comes first; what’s best for
CMA, the organization, comes second; and what’s best for
the individual comes third. Science is the evidence-based
side of it. We are Ph.D.s, and we strongly value research.
A lot of our work is assessment and what differentiates
us in the assessment space is how deep we go into the

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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“

I’ve noticed that even 10
years ago, clients would
come to our office and
meet in person, and now,
the bulk of my day is by
phone.
JENNIFER NGUYEN,

CMA

”

mindfulness and building
breaks into our days. Our
bodies simply weren’t built
to always be “on,” so I think
there’s somewhat of a shift
back in the other direction
right now.
Tracey Grimshaw: The
addition of being on 24/7
has changed workplace culture, because there’s
an expectation of an immediate response with the
prevalence of smartphones. It feels like everyone’s so
much more pressured now and the line between work
and life has become blurred.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
science. And then lastly, squad is the teamwork piece.
We’re very collaborative and love to have fun.

How has the focus on workplace culture changed
over the years?
Tracey Grimshaw: As the competition to attract and
retain exceptional talent increases, so does the focus on
workplace culture, in my opinion. As new generations
enter the workforce, companies are forced to take a step
back and examine their culture and how it will resonate
and be impacted by a new generation of future leaders.
One question we explore at Belden is, how do you keep
your culture when your growth strategy includes M&A
and you’re consistently acquiring companies with their
own cultures? Speaking of the generational impact
— I’m excited to see the influence Gen Z will have on
organizational culture. They’re the students that are
graduating now. They grew up on technology. They’ve
spent their entire life communicating with others using
smart phones, the internet, apps like Snapchat. I think
the biggest difference between millennials and Gen Z is
that millennials tend to be collaborative, team-oriented,
and Gen Z are independent and competitive. A common
perception you’ll hear is how the “everyone wins an
award” mentality resonates with millennials. Gen Z
grew up during a recession and many saw their parents
lose their jobs, they’ve learned that there are “winners”
and “losers.” And they come to work to win. It creates
a competitive environment that is different from the
environment that millennials have spent time nurturing
and creating. So you have these two generations coming
together, and that’s what’s going to really start shaking
things up.
Jennifer Nguyen: If you are a global organization, I
think it would have a positive impact on the ability to
stay in communication, because now you have video
conferencing. It’s not exactly the same as being in
person, but it’s certainly far better than being on
a conference call where it is difficult to get others
to join in. I don’t know if that necessarily impacts
culture, but I think that helps keep the culture
consistent when there’s distance. Flexibility is
another one I have seen that has shifted a bit in the
last 20 years — the desire for more flexible work
hours, more flexible work spaces. Even 10 years
ago, clients would come to our office and meet in
person, and now, the bulk of my day is by phone.
People’s value of their time has changed. From
a time perspective, people don’t stop and have
lunch like they used to. I would say that has
had a tremendous impact, because that break
was so helpful. It was a physical break for a lot
of people from the actual office. Now you’re
almost looked down upon if you take a break. I
mean we all say, “Just running out for a coffee.”
And we are running, sometimes literally! I
would venture to say we’ve overcorrected to
some extent. Research supports this as we’re
now hearing more about the importance of

Jennifer Nguyen: I think our belief is that we have to
be as productive as possible. And a common belief is
that being as productive as possible means squeezing
as much as you can into your day. We already know that
that’s not true because your brain’s capacity decreases
when you overwhelm it. There’s a lot of neuroscientific
research on this and on the importance of “filling up your
tank.” So, I think we’re starting to find that the “always
on” mentality is not having the impact on productivity we
often expect it to.
Tracey Grimshaw: There’s research out there that
technology has actually reduced our productivity,
because there’s so much waste. Just think about the
number of emails that you get that aren’t necessarily
urgent or important but you take time to read them
anyway.

What other groups or ideas are influencing
workplace culture?
Jennifer Nguyen: One change that is impacting
workplace culture is the number of remote workers in
organizations. Remote work has been on a constant
rise in the last 5-6 years. There are many questions to
consider regarding remote employees, such as: Who
can be a remote worker? When someone is remote,
how do you effectively integrate them? How can they
demonstrate the values of the
organization? How do they
work as part of the team? St.
Louis has more traditional
workplaces as compared

“

We start with a fundamental
premise that in order to have
a winning culture, you need
to keep score, and that drives
a very metrics-driven type
culture in our organization.

TRACEY GRIMSHAW,

Belden

with Denver, for example. I would describe
Denver workplaces as having more casual
environments, as well as being more active.
Employees may take their bikes to work and
they may be wearing jeans or coming in with
a backpack. Even the way they interact inside
the workplace is a little bit more casual and
informal. Some of that also has to do with the
local culture. When you’re a global organization,
you have to be “glocal,” meaning there’s some
global characteristics that you will have across
your company, but you may have to adapt that for
the local culture.

Tracey Grimshaw: Belden is a fairly decentralized
company. Our corporate headquarters is in St.
Louis, however, we only have about 50 employees
here out of 10,000 globally. Each office that you go to,
while there’s a level of consistency around the core (and
of course our values are consistent), there are nuances
depending on the business unit, the geographic location
and of course the leader.

So how does Belden build a winning culture across
all your businesses?
Tracey Grimshaw: We start with a fundamental premise
that in order to have a winning culture, you need to keep
score, and this belief drives a very metrics-driven
approach in our organization. Our metrics are consistent
across our business units and geographies. We are very
transparent about these metrics and disciplined about
keeping score. We have our Belden Business System,
which is how we operate on a day-to-day basis. One
of the tenants of our system is lean enterprise. Our
company values lean, and as you recall, continuous
improvement is one of our values, so it’s engrained in our
culture. Whether you’re in an office environment, sales
environment or operations environment, lean permeates
the way you conduct your daily activities. Our talent
system is also part of our Belden Business System. It
includes how we think about attracting talent, developing
talent, rewarding talent and is a fundamental value that
everyone is expected to follow. These processes are the
first to be implemented when we acquire organizations.
At Belden, we talk a lot about the benefits of standard
work. Having standard work in place, using the same
measures and tools, whether you’re sitting in Shanghai,
China, or Fremont, California, whether you are in a cable
factory or developing software in our cybersecurity
business, helps a lot.

Were there any standards that were more difficult
to implement in other countries where you do
business?
Jennifer Nguyen: The U.S. was ahead of the game in
terms of doing assessments for selection and promotion,
and then Europe followed, but the practices were a bit
different. You have to understand the HR law in those various
countries around selection. Now there seems to be the
understanding that if you work for a U.S. company, there’s
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going to be these common practices. The one thing that
can be challenging is 360 feedback because there may be
some cultures where you don’t provide that kind of upward
feedback in a candid manner. It’s about learning how to
adapt some of those practices in a way that works. Consider
the example of employee engagement surveys. What
engages someone in the U.S. may be completely different
than what engagement looks like in another country. I think
the practices are consistent, but the application of those
practices may be different. Performance reviews are a big,
hot topic right now. Researchers and practitioners have
had differing viewpoints on the importance and utility of
ratings over the years, and the debate surrounding them
continues. Previous advocates of performance ratings are
now saying, “We should eliminate ratings altogether. It’s not
the best way to evaluate people.” Some of the concerns
they had with the reviews were that the ratings themselves
were inaccurate because managers tend to give employees
ratings with little meaning. Evaluating performance is a
difficult task, and there are many questions to consider, such
as “How is performance measured?” “Is everyone using the
same standard of performance?” And, “What if a supervisor
doesn’t have the opportunity to see the work being done?”
When the ratings are not a real reflection of performance,
you’re essentially working with inaccurate data. Oftentimes,
companies will say it’s a better use of time and resources to
have a conversation about performance than to spend time
on the performance ratings.

What other developments are you seeing that are
important for workplace culture?
Tracey Grimshaw: There’s more of an emphasis on
career advancement and development and less about
formal training programs. Employees are asking, “What
job opportunities are available, can I rotate through
functions? Can I try different occupations?” That is
something that really appeals to the younger workforce.
Work-life balance still is a topic, but because we’re
expected to be always on, it’s more about, “I’m going to
be working at night at home anyways, so it doesn’t really
matter when I come into the office or when I leave. I’m

going to blend my work and my life together.” I see a lot
more flexibility in the workplace around allowing that to
happen.
Jennifer Nguyen: One of our clients said they updated one
of their values from work-life balance to work-life integration.
If you think about it, it makes sense. Because work doesn’t
happen from just nine-to-five anymore, life inherently
doesn’t happen five-to-nine anymore either. In coaching
executives, I hear a lot about, “How can I figure out how to
have some breathing room, thinking space?” There’s just an
overload that happens, and I think a lot of them are trying to
figure that out. And I hope we start to shift to that.

How do you hire for culture?
Tracey Grimshaw: Our candidate assessments are built
around our culture. We’ve been using assessments for
more than 10 years, so we’re able to identify the type of
people who are likely to do well at Belden. I think it also
comes down to really good interviewing. Knowing your
culture, knowing how to leverage the assessment data to
get to know the candidate during the interview process,
listening for the mindsets and behaviors that are really
important to the culture, being able to ask the individual
the right probing questions to learn how they think about
things that are important to your organization. It’s critical
to see how those beliefs show up in their interactions with
others day-to-day. We’re also looking for what motivates
and excites them and gets them energized to come to
work. And of course, we assess for alignment with our
values, which is critical.
Jennifer Nguyen: Our team gets together monthly for a
full day off-site, and we do assessments. We practice what
we preach. We assess the people who come on board with
us too. Once they have gone through the initial screen, the
assessment process, and an interview, then they come to
that full-day meeting and spend the day with us. If they’re
going to be a consultant at CMA, they will have spent
an entire day with us. And it is a more casual day. We’re
talking about tough client cases. We’re calibrating how

we rate assessments, and we’re doing team building. We
have lunch together, and that’s a good amount of time to
get a sense of what the person is like. We have them do a
presentation to us and we ask them to present on their area
of interests. We get to see what they’re like professionally.
At some point, they’re going to get tired, hopefully, and
we’re going to get the real version of the person. There are
usually a couple of things that really resonate with culture.
With ours, it’s psychological health. To do what we do,
you have to be pretty psychologically healthy and have a
sense of humor. I think those two things you can get from
spending a day with someone. It’s determining what are
the couple of things that really make a difference in terms
of being able to fit into the culture, and some of those, you
can see from the assessment data, and some of it you have
to get from deeper interactions with the person.
Tracey Grimshaw: We have a recruiting process called
Quality People Decisions, and we use what we call
a chronological interview. Our first question to the
candidate is, “Tell me about your first memory.” The
candidate then tells us their story of who they are.
Some of those interviews can be two, three hours long,
and the candidate’s talking for 95 percent of it. This
approach helps you understand how the candidate
thinks, how they make decisions, what’s shaped them
as an individual in a way you wouldn’t if you were just
in a typical interview scenario where you were asking
questions and they were answering them. It helps us get
a good sense of how well the candidate will do in our
culture.

What’s the biggest challenge to keeping a winning
culture?
Jennifer Nguyen: It’s the old adage of hire slow and
fire fast. One person who isn’t a fit can really impact the
culture. It’s fast and it brings down people who are a good
culture fit, and you have to make those hard decisions.
What I’ll hear a lot is, “But they’re so good at what they
do,” and they may be. But if they’re now having a negative
impact on the culture, that has to be stopped.

